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Executive Summary
This report examines the potential future climate changes in Crete, Cyprus and Sicily
as well as their pilot areas, using projections derived by state-of-the-art Regional
Climate Model (RCM) simulations developed within the framework of EURO-CORDEX
at a horizontal resolution of approximately 12km. Following consultations with the
project Steering Committees, climatic indices relevant to temperature and
precipitation affecting the crops under study were constructed. For each island, the
reference values of these indices in the study regions during the 1971-2000 period
(control period), as well as their changes in the future (2031-2060) for the two best
performing RCMs, are presented. The future period 2031-2060 has been chosen
specifically for the needs of the project stakeholders and policy makers to assist their
planning in the near future, instead of the more traditional end of the twenty-first
century approach, frequently followed in other climate change impact studies.
Future projections were based on two new pathways adopted by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) for its 5th Assessment Report
(AR5), namely the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. Furthermore, for each pilot area, high
resolution results of the order of 2km have been produced using the Thin Plate
Spline (TPS) Interpolation technique and each climatic index as well as its trend for
the period 1971-2060 were calculated.
In all islands both models present significant increasing trends as far as the annual
and the seasonal trends of maximum and minimum temperatures are concerned.
Finally, regarding precipitation, discrepancies and opposite trends between the two
models were found. At the annual scale generally a decreasing trend (though not
statistical significant) is found in all islands. At a seasonal scale, mainly during winter,
statistically not significant increasing trends were found by one model and only for
Crete and Cyprus pilot areas.
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Introduction
The wider Mediterranean region has been identified as one of the main climate
change hot-spots (Giorgi, 2006), i.e. one of the most responsive areas to climate
change. In the recent past, a number of scientific initiatives and projects have been
undertaken to assess the possible changes that anthropogenic global warming might
induce in the climate of Europe as well as in the climate of the Mediterranean basin.
Scenario simulations aimed at quantifying the possible future climate change in the
European and Mediterranean region have been designed and performed in the
framework of EU funded projects such as FP6 PRUDENCE, ENSEMBLES and CIRCE. In
particular, as shown by the results of a series of climate model simulations under
various emission scenarios developed within the framework of the aforementioned
projects, temperatures in the Mediterranean are projected to rise significantly by the
end of the 21st century, while precipitation is projected to decrease (Giorgi and Bi,
2005; Giorgi and Lionello, 2008; Zanis et al., 2009).
Hertig and Jacobeit (2008) showed a temperature increase for the whole
Mediterranean area for all months of the year in the period 2071–2100 compared to
1990–2019. The assessed temperature rise varied depending on region and season,
but overall substantial temperature changes of locally more than 4 °C by the end of
the century are found. Kostopoulou et al. (2014) indicated a future statistically
significant warming trend for the Eastern Mediterranean (EM) region over the last 30
years of the 21st century. The annual trend patterns for both minimum and
maximum temperature show warming rates of approximately 0.4 – 0.6°C per
decade.
Furthermore, studies focusing on changes in temperature and rainfall extremes
project that heat stress (Diffenbough et al., 2007; Kuglitsch et al., 2010) and the
duration of drought periods (Goubanova and Li, 2007) will drastically increase in the
Mediterranean region in the future. Hot summer conditions that rarely occurred in
the reference period may become the norm by the middle and the end of the 21st
century (Founda and Giannakopoulos, 2009; Tolika et al., 2009). Giannakopoulos et
al. (2009) found that one week of additional dry days will be evident in 2031-2060
along the coast and in the already dry southeast basin. Moreover, Oikonomou et al.
(2008) found that the highest increase of dry spell length is expected during the
period 2071-2100 in winter and spring in the southern part of the EM basin.
These changes are expected to have a significant impact on the region’s ecosystems,
as well as on a number of sectors and implications of human activity (health,
agriculture, tourism, energy demand, natural disasters, loss of biodiversity, etc.).
Furthermore, similar results have been conducted focusing only on Cyprus study
area in the framework of LIFE CYPADAPT (LIFE10ENV/CY/000723) project. In
particular, in the period 2021-2050, a continual, gradual and relatively strong
warming of about 1.0 to 2.0°C is projected compared to the reference period (19611990), while maximum and minimum seasonal temperatures appear to increase
most in the continental part of Cyprus. Heatwave days (Tmax>35°C) are expected to
increase up to one month per year in inland and mountain regions. Moreover, an
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increase of about 10 days in the number of dry days per year, as well as in the length
of dry spell is expected (CYPADAPT, 2013).
Moreover, for the island of Crete according to the online climate change tool
developed within the EU FP7 CLIMRUN project, based on RACMO2 RCM projections
under A1B IPCC emission scenario, an increase of 10 days per year in the number of
hot (daily maximum temperature greater than 30°C) and dry (daily precipitation less
than 1mm) days, by 2050 compared to the reference period (1961-1990), is
projected.
Climate change is expected to affect many economic sectors, and agriculture is one
of the most exposed, as it directly depends on climatic factors such as temperature,
sunlight and precipitation for its viability. Although certain impacts of climate change
may be beneficial, there will be severe consequences that can put agricultural
activities at significant risk, as well. However, in southern Europe and the
Mediterranean region in particular, where the project implementation areas are
located, the potential negative impacts on crop yields are expected to significantly
outweigh the potential positive impacts.
The negative impacts of climate change include reduced crop yields due to high
temperatures, increased water demand for irrigation and reduced water availability
due to prolonged periods of droughts and water scarcity which will in turn lead to
conflicting water demands between agriculture and other usage. In the EU, as
reported by the PESETA II (JRC, 2014) research project, crop production may,
depending on the scenario, drop by 0-27% in Southern Europe, while increasing by
as much as 40% in Central and Northern Europe.
Negative effects on agriculture will be exacerbated by damages to crops caused by
extreme weather events. Impacts may also occur due to the climate change effects
on soil fertility, such as increased vulnerability of soil organic matter and risk of soil
erosion due to rising temperatures and higher occurrence of droughts and rainfall.
Adverse impacts can also be expected from the likely proliferation of pests, diseases,
and weeds due to higher temperatures and humidity.
In the framework of the project state-of-the-art RCMs developed within the
framework of CORDEX initiative and more specifically within its European
component (EURO-CORDEX), in order to examine the potential future climate
changes in the islands of Crete, Cyprus and Sicily were used. Future projections were
based on the new pathways adopted by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) for its 5th Assessment Report (AR5), namely the Representative
Concentration Pathways (RCPs) (Moss et al., 2010), replacing the SRES scenarios
used in AR4.
In Chapter 2 the methodology used and the climatic indices relevant to agriculture
constructed for each crop are presented, while in Chapter 3 the results of models’
evaluation are given. In Chapters 4-6, geographical maps depicting mean values for
the current climate (1971-2000), as well as changes in these climatic indices in the
future period (2031-2060), based on two RCMs under two IPCC RCPs for Crete,
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Cyprus and Sicily, are presented. Furthermore, tables with the trends for the climatic
indices for the period 1970-2060 for each pilot area under study are given.
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1. Data and Methods
1.1. Regional Climate Models (RCMs) used
In the framework of the project a set of four RCM simulations carried out in the
frame of EURO-CORDEX (Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment)
were used. The four regional climate model experiments with horizontal resolution
of about 12km (0.11°) are:
the RCA4 regional climate model of the Swedish Meteorological and
Hydrological Institute (SMHI) (Stranberg et al., 2014 and references therein)
driven by 3 different global climate models: the CNRM-CM5 (Voldoire et al.,
2012) hereafter CNRM-RCA4, the Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model
version 2 Earth System called HadGEM-ES (HadGEM) (Collins et al., 2011; Martin
et al., 2011) of the Met Office Hadley Centre (MOHC), hereafter MOHC-RCA4
and the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology model MPI-ESM-LR (Popke et al.,
2013), hereafter MPI-RCA4.
the ALADIN RCM version 5.2 of the Météo France Institute (CNRM) (Herrmann
et al., 2011) driven by the CNRM-CM5 (Voldoire et al., 2012), hereafter CNRMALADIN.
The three first simulations are basically the SMHI regional climate model with
boundary conditions from three different global models (CNRM, MOHC, and MPI),
which makes the combined modeling systems substantially diverse so as to be
considered as different models.
Present day simulations cover the period 1971-2000 and used here as reference for
comparison with future projections for the period 2031-2060 under the new IPCC
RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios (refer to paragraph 1.2 for more information).
1.1.1. RCM evaluation
1.1.1.1.

Meteorological data for model evaluation

As observational reference for evaluating simulated temperature and precipitation
we use version 13 of the daily gridded E-OBS data set (Haylock et al., 2008). E-OBS
covers the entire European land surface and is based on the ECA&D (European
Climate Assessment and Dataset) station data set plus more than 2000 further
stations from different archives. It is available at four different resolutions; we here
use the rotated 0.22° version, which applies the same grid rotation of the EUROCORDEX experiments. The E-OBS 0.22° grid corresponds to a horizontal resolution of
about 25km. Each E-OBS 0.22° grid cell contains four cells of the rotated 0.11° EUROCORDEX grid. According to Kotlarski et al., (2014) several previous studies have
questioned the quality of E-OBS in regions of sparse station density and particularly
regarding daily extremes (Bellprat et al., 2012a; Herrera et al., 2012; Hofstra et al.,
2009, 2010; Kyselý and Plavcová, 2010; Maraun et al., 2012; Rajczak et al., 2013) and
its effective spatial resolution (e.g., Hanel and Buishand, 2011; Kyselý and Plavcová,
2010). Higher deviations were found in areas with low density of stations and in
areas with complex terrain where interpolation usually degrades. However, the clear
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advantage of E-OBS is its spatial (entire European land surface) and temporal (1950–
2012) coverage, which makes it ideal for an approximate evaluation of RCMsimulated temperature and precipitation characteristics over Europe.
1.1.1.2.

Methods and metrics for model evaluation

We apply three evaluation metrics to seasonal (winter: DJF, spring: MAM, summer:
JJA, autumn: SON) and annual mean values of temperature (daily maximum (TX),
daily minimum (TN) and daily mean (TM)) and precipitation for all experiments.
These metrics have been used in previous studies (Kotlarski et al., 2014) and are
well-established distance measures that assess the quality of regional climate
simulations by comparison against a gridded observational reference. They
represent temporal bias characteristics and demonstrate the unavoidable spread of
model performances in the reproduction of present-day regional climate. The
following metrics are used for the period 1971-2005:
BIAS: the difference (model − reference) of spa ally averaged climatological
annual or seasonal mean values for Sicily, Crete and Cyprus (relative
difference for precipitation).
TCOIAV: temporal correlation of interannual variability between model and
reference time series of spatially averaged annual or seasonal mean values of
a selected subregion.
RIAV: ratio (model over reference) of temporal standard deviations of
interannual time series of spatially averaged annual or seasonal mean values
of a selected subregion.
In order to capture the spatial variability of the models performance over Sicily,
Crete and Cyprus the evaluation of the model experiments ensemble was carried out
on the coarser 0.22◦ E-OBS grid. The regridding procedure followed can be found in
detail in Kotlarski et al., (2014). The remapping of the EURO-CORDEX RCM output to
the E-OBS reference grid was selected due to the fact that each E-OBS 0.22◦ grid cell
contains four cells of the rotated 0.11◦ EURO-CORDEX grid. Thus the new model
projection results from a simple arithmetic four-point average of the finer grid.
1.2. IPCC’s Representative Concentration Pathways
For the Fifth Assessment Report of IPCC, the scientific community has defined a set
of four new scenarios, denoted Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs).
Those new scenarios include four pathways: RCP8.5, RCP6, RCP4.5 and RCP2.6.
Together they reflect the range of radiative forcing values for the year 2100 relative
to 1750 ranging from 2.6 to 8.5 W/m2.
These four RCPs include one mitigation scenario leading to a very low forcing level
(RCP2.6), two stabilization scenarios (RCP4.5 and RCP6), and one scenario with very
high greenhouse gas emissions (RCP8.5). The RCPs can thus represent a range of 21st
century climate policies, as compared with the no-climate policy of the Special
Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) used in the Third Assessment Report and the
Fourth Assessment Report. For RCP6.0 and RCP8.5, radiative forcing does not peak
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by year 2100; for RCP2.6 it peaks and declines; and for RCP4.5 it stabilizes by 2100.
Each RCP provides spatially resolved data sets of land use change and sector-based
emissions of air pollutants, and it specifies annual greenhouse gas concentrations
and anthropogenic emissions up to 2100. RCPs are based on a combination of
integrated assessment models, simple climate models, atmospheric chemistry and
global carbon cycle models.
In the framework of the project future RCM projections were based on the
intermediate mitigation scenario (RCP4.5) and the high emission scenario (RCP8.5).
More information for each RCP is given below:
The RCP4.5 was developed by the GCAM modeling team at the Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory’s Joint Global Change Research Institute (JGCRI) in the United
States. It is a stabilization scenario in which total radiative forcing is stabilized shortly
after 2100, without overshooting the long-run radiative forcing target level (Clarke et
al. 2007; Smith and Wigley 2006; Wise et al. 2009). This scenario also suggests that
various climate policies are implemented (Thomson et al., 2011). It suggests the
implementation of strong reforestation programs, the use of cropland and grassland
decreases, following considerable yield increases and dietary changes (van Vuuren et
al., 2011). In addition, CH4 emissions are expected to remain stable, while CO2
emissions are allowed to increase slowly until 2040, when a decline starts taking
place. RCP4.5 depicts declines in overall energy use, as well as declines in fossil fuel
use compared to the reference case, while substantial increases in renewable energy
forms and nuclear energy both occur (Thomson et al., 2011).
The RCP8.5 was developed using the MESSAGE model and the IIASA Integrated
Assessment Framework by the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis
(IIASA), Austria. This RCP is characterized by increasing greenhouse gas emissions
over time, representative of scenarios in the literature that lead to high greenhouse
gas concentration levels (Riahi et al. 2007). It represents a future state where no
climate policies aiming at the reduction of GHG emissions are implemented (van
Vuuren et al., 2011). CH4 and N2O emissions are expected to grow rapidly by the
end of the century too (van Vuuren et al., 2011). The use of cropland and grasslands
increases, mostly driven by an increasing global population. Given the overall slow
rate of technological improvements in low-carbon technologies, the future energy
system moves toward coal-intensive technology choices with high GHG emissions.
Coal use in particular increases almost 10 fold by 2100 and there is a continued
reliance on oil in the transportation sector (Riahi et al., 2011).
1.3. Thin Plate Spline (TPS) interpolation method
1.3.1. TPS description
Spline interpolation was initially developed primarily in geophysical science (Wahba
and Wendelberger 1980; Wahba 1990), and its application to climate analysis was
later implemented by Hutchinson (1991). It is a stochastic method that creates a
surface which passes through the control points and has the least possible change in
slope at all points. In other words, TPS fit the control points with a minimum
curvature surface. In the present study, a three-dimensional (3D) interpolation
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method of position and elevation was used based on the TPS interpolation as
proposed by Hutchinson (1998), who investigated the climatic dependence on
topography and showed that there is a small but significant elevation effect on the
daily climate data. Hence, a method was developed to compute a trivariate function
which incorporates the covariable elevation into bivariate TPS. The method's key
features are its robustness and operational simplicity, and therefore, it is often
employed to spatially interpolate climatic data (Zheng and Basher 1995; Price et al.
2000; Hong et al. 2005; McKenney et al. 2006; Tait et al. 2006).
The interpolation function at altitude h, latitude φ, and longitude θ is defined as:
F (θ,φ,h)=co+c1θ+c2φ+c3h+Σci+4 d ln(d )
where the distance is d =(θ-θi)2+(φ-φi)2 and θi, φi are the coordinates of input points.
The coefficients ci are determined using the input points (θi,φi,hi): F(θi,φi,hi) =
climatic output of regional models and conditions of orthogonality.
An evaluation of the TPS method using ERA-40 temperature and precipitation data,
as well as a comparison with observations over the Balkan Peninsula and Greece, has
already been performed by Kostopoulou et al. (2010). The TPS method was proved
to reproduce reasonably well the temperature data. In contrast, the model exhibited
lower skill in reproducing precipitation. The method succeeded to represent the
seasonal cycle of precipitation; however, an overall underestimation of the
precipitation amounts appeared in high elevation sites.
1.3.2. Methodology
As mentioned above, since topography is a factor that strongly influences climatic
variables, altitudinal data were incorporated into the interpolation procedure as a
third spatial covariate using a digital elevation model (DEM) developed at the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's National Geophysical Data
Center (http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/topo/globe.html), available at a 30arcseconds (approximately 1 km) resolution.
Thin plate spline-3D interpolation was used to interpolate RCM data from a grid of
12km into a finer one of 2km spatial resolution only for the pilot areas under study.
The downscaled data were then used for the calculation of the climatic indicators as
well as their trends by the end of 2060 for each pilot area.
1.4. Climatic indices relevant to agriculture
In the framework of the project climatic indices mainly related to temperature and
precipitation affecting agriculture were constructed. These indices can be divided
into two main categories:
Absolute indices (such as: mean seasonal temperature and annual total
precipitation)
Threshold indices (such as: number of days with maximum/minimum
temperature greater/less than specific thresholds)
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These thresholds for each crop under study were first defined by the Technical
Committee and then modified by the experts of the three Steering Committees of
the project. These climatic indicators are related to the different phenological stages
of the plant, plant production and crop quality as well as plant’s survival and are
presented below:


Number of days with Tmax>25°C

→

related to fruit development



Number of days with Tmax>30°C

→

related to flowering



Number of days with Tmax>35°C

→

related to fruit quality



Number of days with Tmax>40°C

→

related to biomass and yield



Number of days with Tmin<-8°C

→

related to the plant survival



Number of days with Tmin<-3°C

→

related to late frost (especially
during spring)



Number of days with Tmin<0°C

→

related to late frost (especially
during spring)



Number of days with Tmin<3°C

→

related to late frost (especially
during spring)



Number of days with Tmin<8°C

→

related to flowering (barley) and
pre-flowering (tomato/potato)



Number of days with Tmin<13°C

→

related to grain development

Furthermore, climatic indices relevant to precipitation and temperature widely used
in literature in climate change impact studies, are also used in the framework of the
project. All the ADAPT2CLIMA climatic indices per crop (barley, wheat, grape, olive,
tomato, potato) are presented in Table 1, for the season they are applicable.
Table 1. Climatic indices relevant to the crops under study

Barley

Grape

Olive

Potato

Tomato

Wheat

Sp/Au

Sp

Maximum Temperature (Tmax)
Mean summer

Sp/Su/Au

Nb of days Tmax>25°C
Nb of days Tmax>30°C
Nb of days Tmax>35°C

Sp

Sp

Sp

Sp/Su/Au
Su

Nb of days Tmax>40°C

Minimum Temperature (Tmin)
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Mean winter

Wi

Nb of days Tmin< -8°C
Nb of days Tmin< -3°C

Wi

Wi/Sp/An

Wi/Sp

Wi

Sp

Nb of days Tmin<0°C

Sp

Nb of days Tmin<3°C
Nb of days Tmin<8°C

Sp

Sp

Sp/Au
Su

Nb of days Tmin<13°C

Precipitation (Pr)
Wi/Sp/An Sp/Su/An

Total Pr
Nb of days dry days
(Pr<2mm)
Nb of wet days (Pr>2mm)

Wi/Sp/An

Wi/Sp/Su/An

Su/An Wi/Sp/An

Sp/An

Sp/An

Wi/An

An

An

Sp/An

An

Su/An

An

Sp/An

Sp/An

Au/An

* An: Annual, Au: Autumn, Sp: Spring, Su: Summer, Wi: Winter

2. Evaluation results
2.1. Spatial and temporal means
The regionally averaged biases in mean seasonal and annual temperatures and
precipitation for the three islands are summarized Figs. 1 and 2. For Sicily (left
column,
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Figure 1. Mean seasonal and annual bias (oC) for daily maximum (TX, top row), daily mean (TM,
middle row) and daily minimum (TN, bottom row) temperatures for the EURO-CORDEX models as
well as their ensemble mean for the three islands.
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[Figure 1 continued]
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) a cold bias for all models and all seasons is revealed for the daily maximum (TX, top
row), daily mean (TM, middle row) and daily minimum (TN, bottom row)
temperatures. The coldest bias is pronounced in summer (JJA) reaching about -12 to
-14 °C for all models while in winter (DJF) the lowest cold bias is calculated for TX and
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TM (-2 to -4 °C). For TN the cold bias is lower for all models and is less than -2 °C. It
should be noted that the CNRM global climate model driven simulations are mostly
located at the cold end of the model range for the examined temperatures.
For Crete the results exhibit a variable behavior with no clear pattern of a warm or a
cold bias. Regarding TX, all models in most of seasons exhibit a warm bias less than 2
°C while for TN a cold bias is mostly pronounced for most of the models.
Nevertheless, two models the MPI-SMHI and the MPI-MOHC exhibit the lowest bias
whereas the CNRM driven simulations are the coldest in the range of the models.
Finally, for TM the models exhibit both cold and warm biases in the range of about -2
to 2 °C.
Regarding the results for Cyprus and with the exception of the CNRM-ALADIN the
rest of the models exhibit a warm bias for both TM and TN in the range of 0.6 to 6 °C.
The highest warm bias for TM is calculated in JJA while for TN in DJF and SON. As far
as TX is concerned the models mostly exhibit a cold bias in the range of about -1 to 5 °C. It should be noted again the behavior of CNRM-ALADIN which for all variables
and for all seasons shows a systematic underestimation of the observations.
A slightly different result is obtained for the regionally averaged precipitation biases,
which are positive in most cases (Figure 2). For Sicily the maximum bias for all
seasons and for most of the models is less than 100% which is accordance with
previous studies (Kotlarski et al., 2014 and references therein). Special cases are the
CNRM-ALADIN with an extreme positive bias in JJA and the MOHC-RCA4 which
shows the lowest biases when compared to the observed precipitation. Regarding
Crete the bias is less 150% for most of the seasons with the models exhibiting a low
spread of biases. Special case is JJA where a wider spread of bias is shown with the
highest deviation from observations calculated for the CNRM-ALADIN. Finally, for
Cyprus the bias is less 100% for most of the seasons with the models exhibiting a low
spread of biases. Special case is again JJA where a wider spread of bias is shown with
the highest deviation from observations calculated for the CNRM-ALADIN.
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Figure 1. Mean seasonal and annual bias (oC) for daily maximum (TX, top row), daily mean (TM,
middle row) and daily minimum (TN, bottom row) temperatures for the EURO-CORDEX models as
well as their ensemble mean for the three islands.
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[Figure 1 continued]
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[Figure 1 continued]
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Figure 2. As Fig.1 but for the mean seasonal and annual relative precipitation bias (BIAS; %)
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2.2. Interannual variability
The Taylor diagrams of

Figure 3 and
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Figure 4 combine the parameters TCOIAV and RIAV, which assess the model
performance with respect to the temporal (interannual) variability of maximum,
mean and minimum winter and summer temperatures, based on regional averages
over each island. For winter temperatures, temporal correlations are mostly lower
than 0.7 while the results are better for the summer season. Winter TCOIAVs are
typically in the range 0.4 to 0.6, but higher values up to 0.9 are obtained for TX in
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Sicily from all models. Summer TCOIAVs are typically about 0.9 reaching is some
cases higher than 0.95. TCOIAVs lower than 0.9 are observed only in Sicily for TM.
Regarding the RIAV metric, most of the models tend to overestimate the magnitude
of interannual temperature variability, in both winter and summer especially in Crete
and Cyprus reaching in some cases up to 1.5 which indicates that the variability is
overestimated by 50%. In Sicily RIAV values in most of the cases are lower than 1
indicating an underestimation of the variability in both winter and summer. It should
be highlighted that in most of the cases the lowest RIAV values, for overestimation
or underestimation of the variability, for both winter and summer are calculated for
the SMHI model driven from MPI and MOHC climate global models. For most cases
especially in the summer, the centered root-mean-square difference between
simulated and observed mean seasonal temperatures is smaller than the observed
temporal standard deviation (normalized RMS distance smaller than 1). However
two models seem to exhibit the lower RMSE errors, the MOHC-SMHI and the MPISMHI.
In most of the cases the model that seems to capture better the temporal pattern of
the observations in terms of correlation coefficient and RMS error, higher and lower
values respectively, is the MOHC-SMHI model.
Based on the analysis presented in sections 2.1 and 2.2 we conclude that the MOHCSMHI and the MPI-SMHI models are the ones that better capture the observed
seasonal patterns of the temperatures and precipitation in the three islands of
interest. Thus for the purposes of this project data from these two models are used.
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Figure 3. Temporal Taylor diagrams exploring the model performance with respect to the
interannual temporal variability of mean daily maximum, daily mean and daily minimum
temperatures in winter [DJF].The diagrams combine the temporal correlation of interannual
variability (TCOIAV,) and ratio of interannual variability (RIAV). The blue dotted lines correspond to
the normalized and centered root-mean-square difference expressed as multiples of the observed
standard deviation [Taylor., 2001]
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[Figure 3 continued]
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[Figure 3 continued]
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Figure 4. As in Figure 3 but for the summer temperatures [JJA]
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[Figure 4 continued]
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[Figure 4 continued]
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The analysis in the following sections concerns the results for the two best
performing models (MPI-RCA4 and MOHC-RCA4) and for the climatic indices of Table
1 presenting significant changes for each island in the future period (2031-2060) are
presented.

3. Crete
3.1. Maximum Temperature related indices
Figures 5-11 depict the maps of the maximum temperature related indices for the
island of Crete for the MPI-RCA4 (left column) and MOHC-RCA4 (right column)
simulations for the control period (top row), as well as the changes between the
future and control period under the two different scenarios: RCP4.5 (middle row)
and RCP8.5 (bottom row). It should be mentioned that in our analysis for Crete, low
elevation areas refer to the coastal areas and inland regions with a maximum
altitude of 800m while high elevation areas apply to the three major mountain
ranges of the island and their surrounding regions.
In Figure 5, mean maximum summer temperature results are presented. In the
control period, both models predict temperatures ranging between 22-24°C in high
elevation areas and 25-28°C in low elevation areas. In Messara plain maximum
summer temperatures are about 30°C in the current climate. In the future climate
under both emission scenarios MPI-RCA4 simulates increases from 1.2-1.7°C in the
northern part of the island and 1.8-2.5°C in the southern part and high elevation
areas. MOHC-RCA4 presents a similar pattern with slightly larger increases, from 2.43.1°C in the northern part of the island and 2.8-3.7°C in the southern part and high
elevation areas.
Regarding the spring average number of days with temperatures higher than 25°C
(Figure 6), in the control period both models simulate about the same number of
days, ranging from 0 to 12 days/yr, with the highest and lowest values existing in the
low elevation and high elevation areas of the island, respectively. Messara plain
depicts the highest values in both models. Concerning the changes between the
future and current climate, an increase of 2 to 12 days/yr is found for the RCP4.5 in
the high and low elevation areas. Regarding RCP8.5, the increases range from 3 to 15
days/yr in the high and low elevation areas. Both models concur that for the future
scenarios, Messara plain is expected to face the highest increases in the spring
number of days with maximum temperatures more than 25°C over the entire island.
In Figure 7 the results for the summer average number of days with temperatures
higher than 25°C are shown. In the present climate the models simulate up to 80
days/yr in the lowlands. In the future climate, high elevation areas in both future
scenarios show changes up to 6 days/yr while in low elevation areas up to 15 days
/year. The more important changes are again found in Messara.
Regarding the autumn results (Figure 8) and for the control period, the models
exhibit a similar spatial pattern to the spring period results with higher however
values in the average number of days (0-30 days/yr). Changes under RCP4.5 are
about 2 to 10 days/yr and 0-16 days/yr for the MPI-RCA4 and MOHC-RCA4 models,
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respectively, with the lowest increases shown in the mountainous areas. Under
RCP8.5 the same spatial pattern is obtained with even higher increases of about 2-13
days/yr for MPI-RCA4 and 4-20 days/yr for MOHC-RCA4.
In Figure 9, the average number of days with temperatures higher than 30°C for the
spring period are shown. In the current climate, for both models, the average
number of days doesn’t exceed 2 days/yr. In the future, under both emission
scenarios, an increase up to 4 days/yr is expected, with highest increases located in
low elevation areas. From the figure it is evident that the MOHC-RCA4 simulates
slightly higher number of days in the control period, in the range of 1 to 2 days/yr
depending on the area, compared to MPI-RCA4.
Regarding autumn (Figure 10), for the current climate, both models exhibit a similar
spatial pattern 0 days/yr in high elevation areas to 8 days/yr in Messara plain. In the
future, under RCP4.5 both models simulate an increase from 0 days per year in high
elevation areas to 8 days/yr in Messara plain. Under RCP8.5, MOHC-RCA4 simulates
slightly higher increases in the range of 1 to 2 days/yr, depending on the area,
compared to MPI-RCA4. Messara plain again presents the highest increases.
Finally, in Figure 11 the average number of days during summer with temperatures
greater than 35°C are presented. In the control period, both models simulate about
the same number of days, about 0 to 2 days/yr for the widest part of the island and
4-10 days/yr for the greater region of Messara. In the future and under both RCPs,
the two models simulate a similar spatial pattern; however, MOHC-RCA4 simulates
significant higher increases in the range of 2-11 of days/yr under RCP4.5 and 5-13 of
days/yr under RCP8.5, compared to MPI-RCA4.
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Figure 5. Mean summer maximum temperature for the MPI-RCA4 (left column) and the MOHCRCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes between the future period and
the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row) future emission scenarios
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Figure 6. Spring average number of days with temperatures higher than 25 °C for the MPI-RCA4 (left
column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes
between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row)
future emission scenarios
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Figure 7. As in Figure 6 but for the summer period
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Figure 8. As in Figure 6 but for the autumn period
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Figure 9. Spring average number of days with temperatures higher than 30°C for the MPI-RCA4 (left
column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes
between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row)
future emission scenarios
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Figure 10. As in Figure 9 but for the autumn period
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Figure 11. Summer average number of days with temperatures higher than 35°C for the MPI-RCA4
(left column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes
between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row)
future emission scenarios
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3.2. Minimum Temperature related indices
Figures 12-15 depict the results for the minimum temperature related indices for the
island of Crete for the MPI-RCA4 (left column) and MOHC-RCA4 (right column)
simulations for the control period (top row), as well as the changes between the
future period and the control under the two different scenarios: RCP4.5 (middle row)
and RCP8.5 (bottom row).
In Figure 12, mean winter minimum temperature results are presented. In the
control period, both models predict temperatures ranging between 3°C in high
elevation areas and 8°C in low elevation areas. In the future climate, under RCP4.5
scenario, MPI-RCA4 simulates increases of 1.2-1.4°C for the entire island while
MOHC-RCA4 simulates slightly higher changes ranging between 1.5-1.9°C. Under
RCP8.5 the spatial pattern for MPI-RCA4 remains is similar, while for MOHC-RCA4
slightly higher increases up to 2.1°C are predicted.
Regarding average number of spring days with temperatures less than 8°C (Figure
13), in the current climate both models simulate values between 20 days/yr and 80
days/yr in low and high elevation areas elevation areas to respectively. In the future
under RCP4.5, a decrease is projected, ranging between 6 days/yr in coastal areas
and 15 days/yr moving inland. For the inland regions MPI-RCA4 simulates stronger
decreases, of the magnitude of 5-6 days/yr compared to MOHC-RCA4. Under the
RCP8.5 the spatial pattern is unchanged but with even stronger decreases especially
in the inland. MOHC-RCA4 again simulates larger decreases up to 20 days/yr
compared to the current climate, for the inland regions.
During autumn, for the current climate, the spatial pattern remains the same as in
spring but with lower mean values (Figure 14), ranging between 5-10 days/yr for
both model simulations. As far as the changes between future and current climate
are concerned, under RCP4.5 a decrease ranging from 2 days/yr to low elevation
areas to 18 days/yr to high elevation areas is expected, while under RC8.5, both
models project a decrease of 2 days/yr to 20 days/yr in low and high elevation areas
respectively.
Finally, in Figure 15 the mean number of summer days with temperatures less than
13°C are depicted. In the current climate for both models, the average number of
days ranges from 2 days/yr to coastal areas to 40 days per/yr to high elevation areas.
In the future, under both emission scenarios and model simulations, a decrease of 220 days/yr for low and high elevation areas is found respectively. Under RCP8.5,
both MPI-RCA4 and MOHC-RCA4 simulate decreases from 2 to 24 days/yr, greater in
high elevation areas.
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Figure 12. Mean winter minimum temperature for the MPI-RCA4 (left column) and the MOHC-RCA4
models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes between the future period and the
control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row) future emission scenarios
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Figure 13. Spring average number of days with temperatures less than 8°C for the MPI-RCA4 (left
column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes
between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row)
future emission scenarios
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Figure 14. As in Figure 13 but for the autumn period
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Figure 15. Summer average number of days with temperatures less than 13 °C for the MPI-RCA4
(left column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes
between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row)
future emission scenarios
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3.3. Precipitation related indices
In the current section, the results for the precipitation related indices for the island
of Crete for the MPI-RCA4 (left column) and MOHC-RCA4 (right column) simulations
for the control period (top row), as well as the changes between the future period
and the control under the two different scenarios: RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5
(bottom row), are presented in Figures 16-25. In total precipitation maps that follow,
as more complex and spotty patterns in percentage changes are found, the division
in low and high elevation areas is not suitable; therefore a different approach will be
used.
In Figure 16, the results for the annual total precipitation are depicted. In the
present climate the models simulate values ranging from about 500mm in low
elevation areas to about 3000 mm in high elevation areas. In the future climate
scenarios, the models present different spatial patterns. More specifically, under
RCP4.5, a spotty pattern is depicted by MPI-RCA4, with decreases ranging between
16 and 22%. Under RCP8.5, in the widest part of the island decreases between 15
and 21% are simulated. MOHC-RCA4 predicts decreases in the eastern and central
part of the island up to 18% and 15% under RCP4.5 and 8.5, respectively, while for
the rest of the island small decreases up to 5% are simulated. Furthermore, under
RCP8.5, MOHC-RCA4 simulates increases in the northern coastal part of the island
(Chania Prefecture), up to 10% compared to the current climate total precipitation.
In the following paragraphs the changes of total rainfall for each season of the year
are discussed.
During winter (Figure 17) control period, mean total precipitation ranges between
150mm/yr in low elevation areas and 1300mm/yr in high elevation areas. Under
RCP4.5 scenario, MPI-RCA4 simulates decreases between 24-33% for the whole
island, while under RCP8.5, the model predicts smaller decreases, 8% to 18%. As for
MOHC-RCA4, under RCP4.5, small changes (-5 up to 5%) are simulated for the
greater part of the island, with exceptions in northern-eastern part with increases up
to 10% and decreases up to 12% in southern-eastern Crete. Under RCP8.5, the
spatial pattern remains partly the same, with small decreases in winter precipitation
in southern-eastern and increases in northern-western parts of the island.
In Figure 18, results for spring total precipitation are presented. During the control
period, spring precipitation ranges between 100 to 200 mm in low elevation to 300600 mm in high elevation areas. Under RCP4.5, decreases for the majority of the
island, ranging between 10 and 30% are predicted by both models. Under RCP8.5,
MPI-RCA4 simulates greater decreases, 25% in the northern and 40% in the southern
part of Crete. MOHC-RCA4 simulates/projects moderate changes almost in the entire
island with some exceptions in central and eastern parts where decreases reach 20%
compared to current climate values.
As far as summer total precipitation (Figure 19) is concerned, both models predict 025 mm/year for low elevation areas and 50-200 mm/year for high elevation areas.
Under RCP4.5 future scenario, a spotty pattern is projected by MPI-RCA4, with
values ranging between 10% and 50%. Under the same emission scenario, greater
decreases are simulated by MOHC-RCA4, reaching up to 60% in the northern part of
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the island. Under RCP8.5 scenario, decreases between 20-60% are simulated by MPIRCA4 while lower decreases, 10 to 40%, are predicted by MOHC-RCA4.
In Figure 20, the mean number of dry days (daily total precipitation less than 2mm)
for the control period and the future changes are depicted. For the control period
both models project similar number of days, about 220 to 340 days/yr, with the
lowest and highest values located in the high elevation and low elevation areas of
the island, respectively. As far as the changes between the future and the current
climate are concerned, an increase of 3 to 10 days/yr is shown for the RCP4.5 in low
elevation areas, while higher increases between 12 to 20 days/yr are expected.
Regarding RCP8.5, the increases range from 3 to 10 days/yr in lowlands and from 8
to 24 in high elevation areas.
During winter control period (Figure 21), the average number of dry days ranges
from 60 to 70 days/yr for low elevation areas to 40-55 days/yr in high elevation
areas. In the future, under both emission scenarios, an increase up to 7 days/yr for
low elevation and up to 9 days/yr for high elevation is simulated by both models.
Regarding the spring period (Figure 22), in the current climate conditions both
models predict 75-85 days/yr in low elevation areas to 50-70 days/yr in high
elevation areas. In the future, under RCP4.5, an increase up to 8 days/yr, while under
RCP8.5 an increase up to 10 days/yr is projected, with highest increases found in
high elevation areas.
As regards the average number of days with daily total precipitation more than
2mm,(wet days), in the current climate both models simulate values between 20
days/yr in low elevation areas to 80 days/yr in high elevation areas. In the future,
under RCP4.5, a decrease ranging between 6 days/yr in the coastal areas and 15
days/yr in inland regions is expected (Figure 23).
In Figures 24 and 25, the results for the average number of days with total
precipitation more than 2mm, for the transient seasons are presented. In the control
period, the number of wet days range between 10 in low elevation areas and 40
days/yr in high elevation areas. Only for the spring period, MOHC-RCA4 predicts
lower values ranging from 4 to 35 days per year in low and high elevation areas,
respectively. Under RCP4.5, small decreases 1-3 days/yr are simulated by both
models for the autumn period. Under the same scenario, the number of spring wet
days is expected to decrease by up to 4 days/yr in low and up to 8 days/yr in high
elevation areas. Under RCP8.5, slighter higher decreases 2-5 days/yr for low and high
elevation areas are found. For spring, these decreases will range from 1-4 days/yr in
lowlands to 4-10 days/yr in high elevation areas.
Finally, in Figure 26 the results for the number of wet days during summer are
presented. As expected, the models project low values, ranging from 0 days/yr in low
elevation regions to 18 in high elevation regions. In the future, for both RCMs and
under both emission scenarios, a decrease of 3 to 5 days/yr is expected for the high
elevation areas.
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Figure 16. Annual total precipitation for the MPI-RCA4 (left column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models
for the control period (top row) as well as the changes (%) between the future period and the
control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row) future emission scenarios
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Figure 17. The same as in Figure 16 but for the winter period
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Figure 18. The same as in Figure 16 but for the spring period
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Figure 19. The same as in Figure 16 but for the summer period
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Figure 20. Average number of days with daily precipitation less than 2mm for the MPI-RCA4 (left
column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes
between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row)
future emission scenarios
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Figure 21. The same as in Figure 20 but for the winter period
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Figure 22. The same as in Figure 20 but for the spring period
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Figure 23. Average number of days with daily precipitation greater than 2mm for the MPI-RCA4 (left
column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes
between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row)
future emission scenarios
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Figure 24. The same as in Figure 23 but for the spring period
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Figure 25. The same as in Figure 23 but for the autumn period
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Figure 26. The same as in Figure 23 but for the summer period
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3.4. Crete pilot areas
Tables 2-3 present the 90-year trend (1971-2060) of each climatic index relevant to
the crops for each pilot area of Crete i.e. Chania plain (Table 2) and Messara plain
(Table 3), with the use of MOHC-RCA4 and MPI-RC4 models, under the two emission
scenarios, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. Symbols in Tables also show schematically the
increasing (), decreasing () and no change (─) trend of each index.
Table 2. Future trends of climatic indices relevant to the crops regarding the pilot area of Chania
plain

Chania Plain
MOHC-RCA4
RCP4.5

MPI-RCA4

RCP8.5

RCP4.5

RCP8.5

Precipitation
Nb of days pr > 2mm in autumn

-1.8



-1.2



-1.0



-1.4



Annual nb of days pr > 2mm

-4.3



-1.5



-6.5



-4.9



Nb of days pr > 2mm in spring

-0.4



-1.5



-1.8



-3.2



Nb of days pr > 2mm in summer

-0.4



0.0

̶

-0.3



-0.3



Annual nb of days pr < 2mm

4.3



1.5



6.6



4.9



Nb of days pr < 2mm in spring

0.4



1.5



1.8



3.2



Nb of days pr < 2mm in winter

-2.7



-5.7



-1.1



-4.8



Annual total pr (mm)

-8.3



56.6



-73.7



-29.6



Total pr spring (mm)

-14.4



-6.0



-25.2



-29.4



Total pr summer (mm)

-3.6



-0.9



-1.0



-2.5



Total pr winter (mm)

5.6



21.5



-47.8



-2.9



Maximum Temperature
Mean annual tmax (°C)

2.7



3.4



2.0



2.2



Mean summer tmax (°C)

3.4



4.4



1.9



2.6



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in autumn

19.9



24.1



13.2



16.8



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in spring

10.9



15.9



8.9



9.6



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in summer

17.0



18.3



15.2



19.2



Nb of days tmax > 30°C in autumn

2.0



5.7



2.9



4.0



Nb of days tmax > 30°C in spring

2.1



3.6



2.6



2.8



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in autumn

0.2



0.6



0.5



0.2



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in spring

0.5



0.6



0.6



0.7



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in summer

0.7



3.2



0.6



1.3



Nb of days tmax > 40°C in summer

0.0

̶

0.3



0.1



0.3



Minimum Temperature
Mean annual tmin (°C)

3.0



3.9



2.0



2.4



Mean winter tmin (°C)

1.8



2.1



1.4



1.2



Annual nb of days tmin < -3°C

0.0

̶

0.0

̶

0.0

̶

0.0

̶
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Nb of days tmin < -3°C in spring

0.0

̶

0.0

Nb of days tmin < -3°C in winter

0.0

̶

0.0

Nb of days tmin < -8°C in winter

0.0

̶

Nb of days tmin < 0°C in spring

-0.2

Nb of days tmin < 13°C in summer

̶

0.0

̶

0.0

̶

̶

0.0

̶

0.0

̶

0.0

̶

0.0

̶

0.0

̶



-0.2



-0.2



-0.2



-8.2



-8.5



-7.6



-9.3



Nb of days tmin < 3°C in spring

-6.0



-7.4



-3.6



-3.1



Nb of days tmin < 8°C in autumn

-9.1



-11.3



-3.8



-5.1



Nb of days tmin < 8°C in spring

-18.7



-25.3



-17.8



-16.6



Table 3. Future trends of climatic indices relevant to the crops regarding the pilot area of Messara
plain

Messara Plain
MOHC-RCA4
RCP4.5

MPI-RCA4

RCP8.5

RCP4.5

RCP8.5

Precipitation
Nb of days pr > 2mm in autumn

-1.4



-1.8



0.1



-1.7



Annual nb of days pr > 2mm

-4.5



-4.6



-7.3



-8.4



Nb of days pr > 2mm in spring

-2.3



-1.1



-2.3



-4.1



Nb of days pr > 2mm in summer

-0.1



0.0

̶

0.1



-0.1



Annual nb of days pr < 2mm

4.5



4.6



7.3



8.4



Nb of days pr < 2mm in spring

2.3



1.1



2.3



4.1



Nb of days pr < 2mm in winter

-3.5



-2.8



0.7



-2.2



Annual total pr (mm)

-36.6



-18.4



-99.9



-93.5



Total pr spring (mm)

-18.4



-8.5



-25.3



-43.2



Total pr summer (mm)

-2.2



-1.4



0.0

̶

-1.2



Total pr winter (mm)

-20.0



-25.2



-68.1



-27.9



Maximum Temperature
Mean annual tmax (°C)

3.2



3.9



2.4



2.8



Mean summer tmax (°C)

4.2



5.2



3.0



3.5



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in autumn

16.4



20.2



6.2



12.0



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in spring

17.4



19.8



11.6



17.5



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in summer

5.2



5.8



5.9



7.2



Nb of days tmax > 30°C in autumn

11.6



15.1



8.7



12.2



Nb of days tmax > 30°C in spring

5.5



5.4



4.5



5.9



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in autumn

0.5



2.7



1.8



1.7



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in spring

0.6



1.1



0.5



0.7



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in summer

36.5



47.1



21.0



24.9



Nb of days tmax > 40°C in summer

1.0



4.7



1.4



2.4
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Minimum Temperature
Mean annual tmin (°C)

3.2



4.1



2.4



2.8



Mean winter tmin (°C)

2.2



2.5



1.3



1.5



Annual nb of days tmin < -3°C

0.0

̶

0.0

̶

0.0

̶

0.0

̶

Nb of days tmin < -3°C in spring

0.0

Nb of days tmin < -3°C in winter

0.0

̶

0.0

̶

0.0

̶

0.0

̶

Nb of days tmin < -8°C in winter

0.0

̶

0.0

̶

0.0

̶

0.0

̶

Nb of days tmin < 0°C in spring

-0.3



-0.3



-0.2



-0.2



Nb of days tmin < 13°C in summer

-3.4



-3.5



-4.5



-4.4



Nb of days tmin < 3°C in spring

-6.7



-8.2



-5.2



-5.5



Nb of days tmin < 8°C in autumn

-10.4



-13.9



-4.0



-6.0



Nb of days tmin < 8°C in spring

-18.0



-25.0



-19.7



-18.8



̶

0.0
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̶

0.0

̶

0.0

̶

4. Cyprus
4.1. Maximum Temperature related indices
Figures 27-35 depict the maps of the maximum temperature related indices for the
island of Cyprus for the MPI-RCA4 (left column) and MOHC-RCA4 (right column)
simulations for the control period (top row), as well as the changes between the
future and the control period under the two different scenarios: RCP4.5 (middle row)
and RCP8.5 (bottom row).
Regarding the mean summer maximum temperature (Figure 27) for the control
period in Cyprus for both models, it reaches 28-30°C in western and mountain
regions, 30-32°C in south-southeastern coastal areas, and about 33-34°C in the
inland areas. As for the future projections under the RCP4.5 scenario, MPI-RCA4
model shows an increase of about 1.5°C in coastal regions and about 1.9-2.0°C in all
other areas. Additionally, MOHC-RCA4 model shows a temperature rise of about
2.5°C across coastal regions, 2.8°C in middle elevated areas and inland regions and
about 3.1°C in high elevated areas. Concerning RCP8.5 scenario, MPI-RCA4 model
presents an increase of about 1.8°C in coastal areas and about 2.4°C to 2.5°C in the
remaining inland and mountain areas respectively. Additionally, the MOHC-RCA4
model, predicts higher increases about 3.2°C in coastal areas and about 3.7°C in all
other regions.
The number of days where the maximum temperature is above 25°C during spring is
presented in Figure 28. Concerning present climate, both models show that in inland
areas the number of days with maximum temperature above 25°C is about 30 while
in mountain areas is about 10-15. As for future period using RCP4.5 scenario, both
models show an increase of about 12-14 days in Cyprus apart from mountain areas
where the increase is about 8-10 days. With regard to RCP8.5 scenario, MPI-RCA4
shows an increase of about 16 days in inland and southeastern areas and about 12
days all other regions, while MOHC-RCA4 model shows 18 days and 14 days
respectively.
The number of days where the maximum temperature is above 25°C during summer
is presented in Figure 29. Concerning present climate, both models show that in all
days of summer the maximum temperature is above 25°C apart from mountain and
western areas where the number is slightly lower about 80 days. As far as future
projections (RCP4.5) are concerned, both models show that in future period, the
number of days with maximum temperature above 25°C in mountain areas will
reach the respective of inland and coastal regions. The same results are presented
using the RCP8.5 scenario.
Regarding the autumn results for the number of days with maximum temperature
above 25°C, Figure 30 depicts that in both models for present climate, mountain and
western areas present about 40 days while the remaining areas present about 50-60
days. The lowest numbers of days, about 20, are shown in high elevated areas of
Troodos Mountain. As far as future projections (RCP4.5) are concerned, MPI-RCA4
shows that in all areas of Cyprus, except for high elevated, is anticipated an increase
of about 6-7 days. In high elevated areas the increase is higher, about 8-10 days. On
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the other hand, MOHC-RCA4 shows that in southern and western coastal areas the
increase is expected about 18-20 days while in the remaining areas about 12-14
days. Concerning the RCP8.5, MPI-RCA4 presents an increase of about 6 days in all
areas except for mountain where the increase is about 10-14 days. In addition,
MOHC-RCA4 shows an increase of about 16-18 days in all areas apart from western
and southern coastal areas where the increase is about 20-22 days.
The number of days with maximum temperature above 30°C during spring is shown
in Figure 31. For the control period both models show that only inland and southsoutheastern coastal regions present days where the maximum temperature is
above 30°C during spring, about 6-8 days. Regarding future period using the RCP4.5
scenario, both models show an increase of about 6-8 days in inland and southsoutheastern areas and about 4-6 days in mountain and western areas. Additionally,
using the RCP8.5 scenario, MPI-RCA4 presents an increase of about 7-10 days in
inland and south-southeastern areas and about 5 days in mountain and western
areas. On the other hand the respective increase in MOHC-RCA4 model is about 1214 days and 7-9 days.
Figure 32 depicts the number of days with maximum temperature above 30°C during
autumn. As for control period, the MPI-RCA4 model shows that inland and
southeastern areas present about 30 days and mountain and western areas about 10
days. In addition MOHC-RCA4 shows about 16-20 days in inland and southeastern
areas and about 6-8 days in mountain and western areas. Regarding future period
using RCP4.5 scenario, MPI-RCA4 shows an increase of about 8-10 days in all areas
apart from western where the increase is about 5-6 days. On the other hand MOHCRCA4 shows an increase of about 12-14 days in inland and southern regions, 16 days
in southeastern areas and about 6-9 days in mountain and western areas.
Concerning the RCP8.5 scenario MPI-RCA4 model present an increase of about 13
days in all areas, while the MOHC-RCA4 model the respective increase is about 16
days and lower in the mountain areas i.e. 8 days.
Figure 33 depicts the number of days with maximum temperature above 35°C during
summer. In relation to control period, both models show that inland and
southeastern areas present 25-30 days while southern and western coastal areas
about 5-10 days. Also, mountain areas do not show any day with maximum
temperature above 35°C during summer. Regarding future projections, MPI-RCA4
model shows that in inland and southeastern areas it is expected an increase of
about 22 days and 16 days respectively under the RCP4.5 scenario and 26 days and
20 days respectively under the RCP8.5 scenario while in southern, western and
mountain region about 10 days under both scenarios. On the other hand, MOHCRCA4 model shows and increase of about 30-35 days in inland areas, 25 days in
southeastern coastal areas and about 10 days in southern, western and mountain
regions under RCP4.5 scenario and 42 days, 30 days and 15 days respectively under
RCP8.5 scenario.
The number of days with maximum temperature above 35°C during autumn is
illustrated in Figure 34. For the control period, MPI-RCA4 model shows that inland
and southeastern regions present 3-4 days while western and mountain 1-2 days.
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Additionally, MOHC-RCA4 shows that only inland regions present about 1 day with
maximum temperature above 35°C during autumn. Regarding future projections
with MPI-RCA4 model, it is anticipated an increase of about 4-5 days in inland and
southeastern areas and about 2 days in western and mountain areas under the
RCP4.5 scenario and 6-8 days and 2 days respectively under RCP8.5 scenario. In
addition, MPI-RCA4 model presents an increase of about 5-6 days in inland and
southeastern areas and no increase in other regions under the RCP4.5 scenario and
8-10 days and 2 days respectively under the RCP8.5 scenario.
Finally, the number of days with maximum temperature above 40°C during summer
is depicted in Figure 35. Concerning the control period, MPI-RCA4 model shows that
inland regions show 1-2 days where the max temperature is above 40°C while the
MOHC-RCA4 does not show and day with temperature above 40°C. As for future
projections, MPI-RCA4 model shows that in inland and southeastern regions is
expected an increase of about 5-7 days and in western and mountain areas an
increase of about 2 days under the RCP4.5 scenario while the respective increase
under the RCP8.5 scenario is 6-8 days and 3 days. As far as MOHC-RCA4 model is
concerned, under the RCP4.5 scenario it is anticipated an increase of about 5 days in
inland regions and no increase in the remaining areas while under RCP8.5 scenario
the increase in inland regions is expected about 8 days and similarly no increase in
the remaining areas.
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Figure 27. Mean summer maximum temperature for the MPI-RCA4 (left column) and the MOHCRCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes between the future period and
the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row) future emission scenarios
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Figure 28. Spring average number of days with temperatures higher than 25 °C for the MPI-RCA4
(left column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes
between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row)
future emission scenarios
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Figure 29. As in Figure 28 but for the summer period
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Figure 30. As in Figure 28 but for the autumn period
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Figure 31. Spring average number of days with temperatures higher than 30°C for the MPI-RCA4
(left column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes
between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row)
future emission scenarios
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Figure 32. As in Figure 31 but for the autumn period
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Figure 33. Summer average number of days with temperatures higher than 35°C for the MPI-RCA4
(left column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes
between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row)
future emission scenarios
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Figure 34. As in Figure 33 but for the autumn period
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Figure 35. Summer average number of days with temperatures higher than 40°C for the MPI-RCA4
(left column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes
between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row)
future emission scenarios
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4.2. Minimum Temperature related indices
Figures 36-39 depict the results for the minimum temperature related indices for the
island of Cyprus for the MPI-RCA4 (left column) and MOHC-RCA4 (right column)
simulations for the control period (top row), as well as the changes between the
future period and the control under the two different scenarios: RCP4.5 (middle row)
and RCP8.5 (bottom row).
Figure 36 depicts the mean winter minimum temperature of Cyprus. Regarding the
control period, both models show that in the mountain and inland areas the mean
winter minimum temperature is about 3-5°C while in coastal areas varies from 6°C to
9°C. As far as future changes are concerned, using the RCP4.5 scenario, MPI-RCA4
model shows an increase of about 1.0-1.1°C in mountain and western and about
1.3°C in southern-southeastern and inland regions. Additionally, MOHC-RCA4 model
presents higher increases, about 1.8-2.0°C in western and southern-southeastern
areas respectively and about 1.6°C in mountain regions. As regards the RCP8.5
model, MPI-RCA4 model shows an increase of about 1.2°C in western and mountain
areas and about 1.4°C in southern-southeastern and inland regions. Also, MOHCRCA4 model shows a temperature rise of about 2.5°C in coastal southernsoutheastern areas, 2.3°C in inland, middle-elevated and western coastal areas and
about 2.0°C in mountain regions.
The number of days with minimum temperature below 8°C during spring is
presented in Figure 37. As for control period, both models show that mountain areas
present about 50-60 days, inland areas about 30 days while coastal areas about 20
days. As far as future changes are concerned, both models using the RCP4.5 scenario
present a reduction of about 13-15 days in mountain and inland areas and about 1012 days in coastal areas. On the other hand, using the RCP8.5 scenario models show
a higher reduction, about 15-18 days and 12-14 days respectively.
Similarly, the number of days with minimum temperature below 8°C during autumn
is presented in Figure 38. With regard to the control period, both models show that
mountain areas present about 20-25 days while all the other inland and coastal areas
present about 0-5 days. Concerning the future changes using the RCP4.5 scenario,
MPI-RCA4 model shows that in mountain areas is expected a decrease of about 5-8
days while in all other areas a decrease of about 2-3 days. In addition, MOHC-RCA4
models shows that the respective reduction will be about 8-10 days in mountain
areas and about 4-8 in inland and coastal regions. Regarding the future changes
using the RCP8.5 scenario, MPI-RCA4 model shows that in mountain areas is
expected a decrease of about 6 days and about 1-2 days in coastal and inland areas.
Additionally, MOHC-RCA4 model presents a decrease of about 10 days in mountain
and inland areas and about 5 days in coastal regions.
Finally, Figure 39 depicts the number of days with minimum temperature below 13°C
during summer. Regarding control period, both models show that only mountain
regions present such days, more precisely, about 30 days. With respect to future
changes using both RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios, models show that it is anticipated
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a decrease only in mountain areas, more precisely, about 8-10 days and 15-20 days
in lower and higher elevations respectively.

Figure 36. Mean winter minimum temperature for the MPI-RCA4 (left column) and the MOHC-RCA4
models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes between the future period and the
control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row) future emission scenarios
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Figure 37. Spring average number of days with temperatures less than 8°C for the MPI-RCA4 (left
column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes
between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row)
future emission scenarios
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Figure 38. As in Figure 37 but for the autumn period
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Figure 39. Summer average number of days with temperatures less than 13°C for the MPI-RCA4 (left
column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes
between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row)
future emission scenarios
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4.3. Precipitation related indices
In Figures 40-50 the results for the precipitation related indices for the island of
Cyprus for the MPI-RCA4 (left column) and MOHC-RCA4 (right column) simulations
for the control period (top row), as well as the changes between the future period
and the control under the two different scenarios: RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5
(bottom row), are presented.
Figure 40 shows the annual total precipitation (in mm) in Cyprus. Regarding the
control period both models show that inland and southern coastal regions show
about 250 mm, southeastern areas show about 500mm while the western and
mountain areas show about 1200-1500mm of annual total precipitation. Regarding
future changes, using the RCP4.5 scenario, MPI-RCA4 model shows a reduction of
about 16-20% in southern-southeastern and inland regions and about 12% in
mountain and western areas. Additionally, MOHC-RCA4 model presents a reduction
of about 5% in inland, mountain and western areas and about 10% in southern and
southeastern regions. Using the RCP8.5 scenario, MPI-RCA4 presents a reduction of
about 15% in all areas while the MOHC-RCA4 shows a reduction of about 10% in
western and mountain regions and about 15% in all other areas.
Figure 41 depicts the total precipitation (in mm) in winter. Regarding the current
climate, both models show that mountain and western areas present about 500550mm of precipitation while all other inland and coastal areas present about 150200mm. As concerns the future changes using the RCP4.5 scenario MPI-RCA4 model
present a reduction 15% in mountain and inland areas and about 25-30% in
southern-southeastern regions. On the contrary, MOHC-RCA4 model shows that it is
anticipated a minor decrease in precipitation of about 5% in mountain areas, while in
all other regions it shows increases of about 5-10%. Under the RCP8.5 scenario, MPIRCA4 shows a reduction of about 12-15% in western and mountain regions and
about 15-20% in southern-southeastern and inland regions. As concerns the MOHCRCA4 model, it shows an increase of about 5% in the majority of regions and about
10% in western coastal regions.
Similarly, Figure 42 shows the total precipitation (in mm) during spring. Regarding
control period both models show that all areas except for mountain present about
100mm of precipitation while mountain areas present about 300mm. Regarding
future changes under the RCP4.5 scenario, MPI-RCA4 model shows a decrease of
about 10-12% in mountain and inland areas and no change in coastal regions . On
the other hand MOHC-RCA4 presents no change on total precipitation during spring.
Additionally, using the RCP8.5 scenario, MPI-RCA4 model shows a decrease of about
24% in mountain and inland areas and about 28% in coastal areas except for
southeastern areas where the decrease is about 20%. On the other hand MOHCRCA4 model presents a decrease of about 20-24% across the island.
Also, the total precipitation (in mm) during summer is illustrated in Figure 43.
Concerning the current climate, it is shown that in high elevated areas the
precipitation is about 60mm and 100mm according to the models MPI-RCA4 and
MOHC-RCA4 respectively. As regards future changes using the RCP4.5 scenario, MPIRCA4 model shows a reduction of about 15% in western and mountain areas and
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about 30% in inland and southern-southeastern areas. Additionally, MOHC-RCA4
presents a reduction of precipitation of about 20-30% across Cyprus except for
western coastal areas where the reduction is higher, about 60%. As regards the
RCP8.5 scenario, MPI-RCA4 model presents a reduction of about 40-50% in all areas
apart from western coastal regions where the reduction is about 80% while MOHCRCA4 model shows a decrease of about 20-30% in all areas except for southernsoutheastern coastal regions where the reduction is about 50%.
Figure 44 depicts the number of annual dry days, in other worlds the number of days
where the precipitation is lower than 2mm. Regarding the control period, both
models show that the mountain, western and southeastern areas present about 300
days while inland and southern coastal areas present about 330 days. As for future
changes using both RCPs, models show an increase of about 12-15 days in mountain
and western areas and a slight increase of about 5-7 days in southern coastal and
inland regions. Additionally, southeastern areas show an increase of about 15 days in
MPI-RCA4 model (both RCPs) and a lower increase of about 5-6 in MOHC-RCA4
model (both RCPs).
Similarly, Figure 45 depicts the number of dry days (precipitation lower than 2mm)
during winter. Concerning the control period both models show that the higher
number of dry days, about 72-75 is presented in southern coastal and inland regions.
About 60-65 days are shown in southeastern areas and about 50-55 in mountain and
western areas. As for future changes with the use of MPI-RCA4 model under both
RCPs, it is anticipated an increase of about 4-5 days in all areas of Cyprus.
Additionally, MOHC-RCA4 model shows, in both RCPs, a slight increase of about 1-3
days in mountain areas and no changes in the remaining regions.
Figure 46 depicts the number of dry days (precipitation lower than 2mm) during
spring. As regards the present climate, both models show that all areas present
about 75-85 dry days during spring. Most dry days are shown in southern coastal and
inland areas. Concerning future changes using both RCPs, models show similar
results, i.e. an increase of about 2-4 days in mountain and western areas and no
change in all other regions.
On the contrary, next Figures (47-50) show the annual and seasonal number of wet
days where the precipitation is higher than 2mm. The annual number of wet days is
shown in Figure 47. Regarding the current climate, both models show that mountain
and western areas present the higher number of wet days, about 80 days while the
remaining areas present about 30-40 days. As concerns the future changes using the
RCP4.5 scenario, models show a reduction of about 6-10 days in all regions apart
from mountain where the decrease is about 10-12 days. Also, using the RCP8.5
scenario, models show a decrease of about 9-12 days in all areas and about 12-15 in
mountain areas.
The number of wet days during spring is shown in Figure 48. Concerning the control
period both models show that mountain and western areas present about 25 wet
days while the remaining areas present about 15 (southeastern areas) and 10 days
(southern and inland areas). With respect to future changes using both RCPs, MPIRCA4 model shows a slight decrease of about 5-6 days in mountain areas and about
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2-4 in all other regions. Additionally, MOHC-RCA4 model shows a decrease of about
3-4 days in mountain areas and a decrease of about 0-2 days in the remaining areas.
Figure 49 illustrates the number of wet days during summer. Regarding current
climate both models show that almost all areas present about 0-2 wet days in
summer. Also, some elevated areas present about 10 wet days. As far as future
changes are concerned, using the RCP4.5 scenario both models show no future
change, while using the RCP8.5 scenario, models show a slight reduction of about 1-3
days from inland to more elevated areas.
Finally, Figure 50 depicts the number of wet days during autumn. Referring to the
control period, both models show about 20-25 wet days in mountain regions and
about 10-15 wet days in southern and inland regions. With regard to future changes,
using both RCPs both models show a slight reduction of about 2 days in all areas
apart from mountain regions where the reduction is higher, about 4-6 days.
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Figure 40. Average annual total precipitation for the MPI-RCA4 (left column) and the MOHC-RCA4
models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes (%) between the future period and
the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row) future emission scenarios
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Figure 41. As in Figure 40 but for the winter total precipitation
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Figure 42. As in Figure 40 but for the spring total precipitation
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Figure 43. As in Figure 40 but for the summer total precipitation
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Figure 44. Average annual number of days with daily precipitation lower than 2mm for the MPIRCA4 (left column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the
changes between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom
row) future emission scenarios
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Figure 45. As in Figure 44 but for the winter period
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Figure 46. As in Figure 44 but for the spring period
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Figure 47. Average number of days with daily precipitation greater than 2mm for the MPI-RCA4 (left
column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes
between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row)
future emission scenarios
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Figure 48. As in Figure 47 but for the spring period
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Figure 49. As in Figure 47 but for the summer period
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Figure 50. As in Figure 47 but for the autumn period
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4.4. Cyprus pilot areas
Tables present the 90-year trend (1971-2060) of each climatic index relevant to the
crops for each pilot area of Cyprus i.e. Acheleia (Table 4), Pegeia (Table 5), Kiti (Table
6) and Xylofagou (Table 7) with the use of MOHC-RCA4 and MPI-RC4 models, under
the two emission scenarios, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. Symbols in Tables also show
schematically the increasing (), decreasing () and no change (─) trend of each
index.
Table 4. Future trends of climatic indices relevant to the crops regarding the pilot area of Acheleia

Acheleia
MOHC-RCA4
RCP4.5

MPI-RCA4

RCP8.5

RCP4.5

RCP8.5

Precipitation
Nb of days pr > 2mm in autumn

-0.8



-1.6



-0.7



-0.9



Annual nb of days pr > 2mm

-1.1



-4.9



-12.0



-13.3



Nb of days pr > 2mm in spring

0.1



-2.9



-2.9



-4.9



Nb of days pr > 2mm in summer

-0.7



-0.5



-0.2



-0.6



Annual nb of days pr < 2mm

1.1



4.9



12.1



13.4



Nb of days pr < 2mm in spring

-0.1



2.9



2.9



4.9



Nb of days pr < 2mm in winter

-4.4



-4.4



3.3



1.8



Annual total pr (mm)

23.2



-3.8



-104.0



-127.0



Total pr spring (mm)

-0.5



-32.3



-6.5



-52.3



Total pr summer (mm)

-6.1



-1.6



-1.2



-4.8



Total pr winter (mm)

14.8



23.3



-102.8



-67.6



Maximum Temperature
Mean annual tmax (°C)

3.1



3.9



2.2



2.5



Mean summer tmax (°C)

3.5



4.4



2.4



2.6



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in autumn

21.4



26.2



8.4



10.5



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in spring

15.7



20.0



13.7



18.2



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in summer

6.4



6.4



2.3



3.6



Nb of days tmax > 30°C in autumn

14.1



21.1



8.2



17.7



Nb of days tmax > 30°C in spring

6.9



8.3



5.8



7.6



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in autumn

0.6



2.0



1.5



2.4



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in spring

1.8



2.0



1.3



2.7



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in summer

10.1



14.8



11.7



9.0



Nb of days tmax > 40°C in summer

0.4



1.7



2.7



3.4



Minimum Temperature
Mean annual tmin (°C)

3.3



4.2



2.2



2.6



Mean winter tmin (°C)

2.0



2.7



1.1



1.4



Annual nb of days tmin < -3°C

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─
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Nb of days tmin < -3°C in spring

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < -3°C in winter

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < -8°C in winter

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < 0°C in spring

-0.2



-0.2



-0.1



0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < 13°C in summer

-6.2



-6.1



-2.9



-2.9



Nb of days tmin < 3°C in spring

-5.3



-6.3



-3.9



-3.7



Nb of days tmin < 8°C in autumn

-7.3



-9.7



-3.4



-2.8



Nb of days tmin < 8°C in spring

-21.2



-26.1



-18.9



-19.1



Table 5. Future trends of climatic indices relevant to the crops regarding the pilot area of Pegeia

Pegeia
MOHC-RCA4
RCP4.5

MPI-RCA4

RCP8.5

RCP4.5

RCP8.5

Precipitation
Nb of days pr > 2mm in autumn

-2.1



-2.5



-1.2



-0.6



Annual nb of days pr > 2mm

-5.8



-6.6



-15.3



-15.2



Nb of days pr > 2mm in spring

-0.4



-2.6



-4.1



-5.5



Nb of days pr > 2mm in summer

-1.0



-0.8



-0.6



-1.1



Annual nb of days pr < 2mm

5.8



6.6



15.3



15.3



Nb of days pr < 2mm in spring

0.4



2.6



4.1



5.5



Nb of days pr < 2mm in winter

-1.9



-3.5



4.3



2.9



Annual total pr (mm)

32.5



11.5



-142.4



-170.4



Total pr spring (mm)

3.3



-28.6



-27.6



-74.9



Total pr summer (mm)

-9.5



-3.9



-3.3



-7.8



Total pr winter (mm)

9.9



28.3



-129.9



-82.8



Maximum Temperature
Mean annual tmax (°C)

3.0



3.8



2.1



2.4



Mean summer tmax (°C)

3.5



4.2



2.5



2.6



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in autumn

23.6



28.8



10.2



13.9



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in spring

14.5



18.3



11.2



15.4



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in summer

12.2



13.3



7.2



9.2



Nb of days tmax > 30°C in autumn

8.2



15.7



4.8



10.9



Nb of days tmax > 30°C in spring

5.6



6.8



3.6



5.7



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in autumn

0.8



1.7



0.9



1.8



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in spring

1.6



1.3



0.8



1.7



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in summer

8.3



11.0



9.8



6.7



Nb of days tmax > 40°C in summer

0.2



1.7



2.0



2.3
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Minimum Temperature
Mean annual tmin (°C)

3.3



4.2



2.2



2.6



Mean winter tmin (°C)

1.9



2.5



0.9



1.2



Annual nb of days tmin < -3°C

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < -3°C in spring

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < -3°C in winter

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < -8°C in winter

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < 0°C in spring

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < 13°C in summer

-7.0



-6.8



-4.4



-5.0



Nb of days tmin < 3°C in spring

-2.5



-2.9



-1.5



-1.6



Nb of days tmin < 8°C in autumn

-5.3



-6.6



-1.3



-1.4



Nb of days tmin < 8°C in spring

-22.8



-25.3



-15.8



-14.2



Table 6. Future trends of climatic indices relevant to the crops regarding the pilot area of Kiti

Kiti
MOHC-RCA4
RCP4.5

MPI-RCA4

RCP8.5

RCP4.5

RCP8.5

Precipitation
Nb of days pr > 2mm in autumn

-6.0



-5.3



-5.2



-3.6



Annual nb of days pr > 2mm

-8.9



-9.8



-20.6



-17.6



Nb of days pr > 2mm in spring

-1.4



-3.9



-4.4



-6.0



Nb of days pr > 2mm in summer

-1.3



-1.4



-1.7



-1.7



Annual nb of days pr < 2mm

8.9



9.8



20.7



17.6



Nb of days pr < 2mm in spring

1.4



3.9



4.4



6.0



Nb of days pr < 2mm in winter

-3.8



-4.8



4.5



1.5



Annual total pr (mm)

-28.6



-53.9



-162.8



-155.6



Total pr spring (mm)

-8.3



-30.1



-10.0



-43.1



Total pr summer (mm)

-8.6



-6.2



-10.6



-10.4



Total pr winter (mm)

22.1



7.4



-103.8



-78.8



Maximum Temperature
Mean annual tmax (°C)

3.2



4.1



2.5



2.8



Mean summer tmax (°C)

3.7



4.6



2.6



3.1



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in autumn

17.1



21.0



9.6



8.1



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in spring

18.5



23.7



19.0



24.5



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in summer

0.5



0.4



0.3



0.6



Nb of days tmax > 30°C in autumn

23.3



27.3



13.8



20.2



Nb of days tmax > 30°C in spring

11.3



14.3



9.4



12.7
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Nb of days tmax > 35°C in autumn

3.8



7.8



5.0



5.3



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in spring

2.9



4.2



2.5



4.6



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in summer

37.0



49.6



25.7



31.2



Nb of days tmax > 40°C in summer

2.1



5.5



6.1



6.9



Minimum Temperature
Mean annual tmin (°C)

3.3



4.4



2.3



2.8



Mean winter tmin (°C)

2.4



3.1



1.3



1.6



Annual nb of days tmin < -3°C

-0.1



-0.1



0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < -3°C in spring

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < -3°C in winter

-0.1



-0.1



0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < -8°C in winter

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < 0°C in spring

-0.3



-0.3



0.1



0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < 13°C in summer

-5.2



-5.2



-2.9



-3.2



Nb of days tmin < 3°C in spring

-4.3



-4.0



-2.5



-2.7



Nb of days tmin < 8°C in autumn

-7.7



-10.3



-3.6



-2.2



Nb of days tmin < 8°C in spring

-22.7



-30.9



-23.5



-24.0



Table 7. Future trends of climatic indices relevant to the crops regarding the pilot area of Xylofagou

Xylofagou
MOHC-RCA4
RCP4.5

MPI-RCA4

RCP8.5

RCP4.5

RCP8.5

Precipitation
Nb of days pr > 2mm in autumn

-4.9



-4.0



-4.4



-4.2



Annual nb of days pr > 2mm

-8.4



-10.3



-17.0



-15.5



Nb of days pr > 2mm in spring

-1.6



-4.4



-3.2



-4.4



Nb of days pr > 2mm in summer

-0.6



-0.5



-0.8



-1.1



Annual nb of days pr < 2mm

8.4



10.3



17.0



15.5



Nb of days pr < 2mm in spring

1.6



4.4



3.2



4.4



Nb of days pr < 2mm in winter

-3.1



-3.1



3.7



0.9



Annual total pr (mm)

-42.2



-47.5



-151.6



-147.5



Total pr spring (mm)

-9.5



-27.3



-2.2



-33.1



Total pr summer (mm)

-7.5



-5.9



-7.7



-8.1



Total pr winter (mm)

14.4



3.0



-114.8



-88.7



Maximum Temperature
Mean annual tmax (°C)

3.1



3.9



2.4



2.6



Mean summer tmax (°C)

3.5



4.3



2.4



2.7



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in autumn

20.8



24.2



11.5



10.2
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Nb of days tmax > 25°C in spring

20.4



26.0



17.6



23.0



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in summer

2.2



2.1



0.4



0.5



Nb of days tmax > 30°C in autumn

25.4



31.8



16.5



25.1



Nb of days tmax > 30°C in spring

8.7



11.0



6.2



9.2



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in autumn

2.3



4.5



3.8



3.6



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in spring

1.6



2.6



1.6



2.6



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in summer

16.8



20.6



17.8



18.2



Nb of days tmax > 40°C in summer

1.3



3.2



4.2



4.8



Minimum Temperature
Mean annual tmin (°C)

3.5



4.4



2.3



2.8



Mean winter tmin (°C)

2.4



3.1



1.2



1.6



Annual nb of days tmin < -3°C

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < -3°C in spring

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < -3°C in winter

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < -8°C in winter

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < 0°C in spring

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < 13°C in summer

-3.0



-3.0



-1.3



-1.3



Nb of days tmin < 3°C in spring

-1.4



-1.1



-0.6



-0.7



Nb of days tmin < 8°C in autumn

-4.0



-4.5



-1.6



-1.4



Nb of days tmin < 8°C in spring

-25.4



-30.7



-18.8



-19.2
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5. Sicily
5.1. Maximum Temperature related indices
In Figures 51-59 the results for the maximum temperature related indices for the
island of Sicily for the MPI-RCA4 (left column) and MOHC-RCA4 (right column)
simulations for the control period (top row) as well as the changes between the
future period and the control under the two different scenarios: RCP4.5 (middle row)
and RCP8.5 (bottom row) are shown.
In Figure 51 the results for the average summer maximum temperature are shown.
In the control period both models simulate average summer temperatures higher
than 27°C in the most parts of the island. The highest values about 30-32°C are
simulated in the central and eastern areas of the island whereas the lowest values
(below 27°C) are shown for the northern areas of the island. Regarding the climate
change induced changes, under RCP4.5, highest increases about 2.8 to 3.2°C are
simulated by MOHC-RCA4, whereas the increases in MPI-RCA4 are in the range of
about 1.8 to 2.2°C. Under RCP8.5 both models indicate higher temperature changes
than RCP4.5 with the increase ranging from 2.2 to 2.4°C and 3.2 to 3.6°C for the MPIRCA4 and the MOHC-RCA4 respectively.
Regarding the spring average number of days with temperatures higher than 25°C
(Figure 52) in the control period both models simulate about the same number of
days, about 0 to 20 days/yr, with the highest and lowest values existing in the
eastern and northeastern parts of the island respectively. MOHC-RCA4 exhibits
higher intermediate values than MPI-RCA4 in the rest of the areas. As far as the
changes between the future and the current climate are concerned, an increase of
about 2-10 days/yr is shown for the RCP4.5 with the highest and lowest changes
existing in the eastern and northeastern parts of the island respectively. Regarding
RCP8.5, the increases range from about to 2 to 12 days/yr with changes from 6 to 10
extra days/yr covering most of areas of the island.
In Figure 53 the results for the summer average number of days with temperatures
higher than 25°C are shown. As expected in the present climate the models simulate
temperatures higher than the threshold value with the exception of the north west
areas of Sicily where about 60 day/yr are shown. However under both future
scenarios the summer average daily maximum temperatures are higher than the
threshold value for the whole island.
Regarding the simulation results in autumn (Figure 54) and for the control period,
the models exhibit a similar spatial pattern to the results presented for the spring
period with higher values in the average number of days (0-35 days/yr). Climate
change induced changes under RCP4.5 are about 0 to 8 days/yr and 0-12 days/yr for
the MPI-RCA4 and MOHC-RCA4 models respectively with the highest increases
shown in the coastal areas. Under RCP8.5 the same spatial pattern is obtained with
higher increases in the average number of days (0-10 days/yr for MPI-RCA4 and 015days/yr to MOHC-RCA4).
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In Figures 55 and 56 the results of the simulations, for the average number of days
with temperatures higher than 30°C, for the spring and autumn period respectively
are shown. From Figure 55 it is evident that the MOHC-RCA4 simulates slightly
higher number of days in the control period, in the range of 1 to 2 days/yr depending
on the area of the island, compared to MPI-RCA4. However, for both models, the
average number of days doesn’t exceed 4 days/yr. Regarding the future changes,
under RCP4.5, MPI-RCA4 indicates 1 to 3 extra days/yr in most of the areas while the
increases in MOHC-RCA4 are in the range of 2-4 extra days/yr. Under RCP8.5 the
increase reaches 2-5 and 3-6 extra days/yr for the MPI-RCA4 and MOHC-RCA4
respectively. As far as the autumn period is concerned (Figure 56), both models
simulate about the same number of days (0-14 day/yr depending on the area) with a
similar spatial pattern. Regarding the climate change induced changes, under both
future scenarios, both models indicate increases. MOHC-RCA4 is warmer than the
MPI-RCA4 with maximum values reaching about 8 and 12 extra days/yr for the
RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 future emissions scenarios respectively.
In Figures 57 and 58 the results of the simulations, for the average number of days
with temperatures higher than 35°C, for the summer and autumn periods
respectively, are shown. From Figure 57 it is evident that both models exhibit similar
results in the control period simulating about 10 to 30 days/yr. Lower values of the
indice are shown in the northern areas of the island. Regarding the climate change
induced changes, under both future scenarios, both models indicate increases.
MOHC-RCA4 is warmer than the MPI-RCA4 with maximum values reaching about 20
and 32 extra days/yr in both the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 future emissions scenarios. As
far as the autumn period is concerned (Figure 58), both models simulate about the
same number of days (0-1 day/yr depending on the area) with a similar spatial
pattern while the changes are in the range of 0 to 3 extra days/yr under RCP4.5 for
both models. For RCP8.5 the changes range from 0 to 3 and from 0 to 4 extra days/yr
for the MPI and MOHC driven simulations respectively.
Finally in Figure 59, the results of the simulations for the average number of summer
days with temperatures higher than 40°C are shown. From the Figure it is evident
that in the control period the MPI-RCA4 simulates higher number of days (0-4
days/yr) than the MOHC-RCA4 (maximum number of days about 1.5 days/yr).
However, under both future emission scenarios, the higher increases are shown for
MOHC-RCA4 for both scenarios (maximum increase about 10 extra days/yr).
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Figure 51. Mean summer maximum temperature for the MPI-RCA4 (left column) and the MOHCRCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes between the future period and
the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row) future emission scenarios
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Figure 52. Spring average number of days with temperatures higher than 25°C for the MPI-RCA4
(left column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes
between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row)
future emission scenarios
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Figure 53. As in Figure 52 but for the summer period
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Figure 54. As in Figure 52 but for the autumn period
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Figure 55. Spring average number of days with temperatures higher than 30°C for the MPI-RCA4
(left column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes
between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row)
future emission scenarios
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Figure 56. As in Figure 55 but for autumn
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Figure 57. Summer average number of days with temperatures higher than 35°C for the MPI-RCA4
(left column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes
between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row)
future emission scenarios
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Figure 58. As in Figure 57 but for autumn
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Figure 59. Summer average number of days with temperatures higher than 40°C for the MPI-RCA4
(left column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes
between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row)
future emission scenarios
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5.2. Minimum Temperature related indices
In Figures 60-64 the results for the minimum temperature related indices for the
island of Sicily are shown. From Figure 60 it is evident that both models simulate
similar minimum winter temperatures in the control period, up to 4°C for the central
areas of the island and up to 6°C for the coastal areas. Regarding the climate change
impacts both models indicate increases under both future emission scenarios with
MOHC-RCA4 simulating the highest increases. More specifically, under RCP4.5 the
increases in MOHC-RCA4 range from 1.4 to 1.8°C while for MPI-RAC4 are in the
range of 1.2 to 1.7°C. For both models the lowest increases are seen in the central
areas of the island whereas the highest ones are seen in the coastal areas. Under
RCP8.5 the increases in MOHC-RCA4 range from 1.5 to 1.9°C while for MPI-RAC4 are
in the range of 1 to 1.3°C.
In Figure 61 the results for the spring average number of days with temperatures
lower than 0°C are shown. For the control period both models simulate the highest
number of days in the northeastern areas of the island (about 20/days/yr) with the
rest of the areas indicating less than 4 days/yr. Regarding the climate change
induced changes both the models show a decrease of about 4 days/yr in both of the
scenarios in the northwest areas. In the rest of the island no significant changes are
shown.
In Figure 62 and in Figure 63 the results for the average number of days with
temperatures lower than 8°C are shown for spring and autumn respectively.
Regarding the spring period (Figure 62), in the control both of the models indicate
the higher number of days (about 60-80 days/yr) in the northeastern areas. With the
exception of the coastal areas, in the rest of the island the number of days simulated
by the models is in the range of about 40 to 60 days/yr. Regarding the changes, for
both models and under both scenarios a decrease is shown, however, the highest
decreases are shown for MOHC-RCA4. A similar spatial pattern in also shown for the
autumn period (Figure 63) however with lower values in both the control period as
well as for the changes. Overall both models indicate a decrease in the future
number of days with the MOHC-RCA4 simulating the highest ones.
Finally, for the number of summer days lower than 13°C (Figure 64) a decrease is
also shown for both models under both future emissions scenarios. The analysis
presented in this section indicates that both models simulate higher minimum
temperatures under both future emissions scenarios for the island.
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Figure 60. Mean winter minimum temperature for the MPI-RCA4 (left column) and the MOHC-RCA4
models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes between the future period and the
control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row) future emission scenarios.
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Figure 61. Spring average number of days with temperatures lower than 0°C for the MPI-RCA4 (left
column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes
between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row)
future emission scenarios
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Figure 62. Spring average number of days with temperatures lower than 8°C for the MPI-RCA4 (left
column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes
between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row)
future emission scenarios
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Figure 63. As Figure 62 but for the autumn period
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Figure 64. Summer average number of days with temperatures lower than 13°C for the MPI-RCA4
(left column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes
between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row)
future emission scenarios
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5.3. Sicily-Precipitation related indices
In Figures 65-75 the results for the precipitation related indices for the island of Sicily
are shown. Regarding the average annual total precipitation (Figure 65), in the
control period both models simulate the same amount of precipitation with a similar
spatial pattern. Higher values of precipitation are shown in the northern areas of the
island while intermediate and lower amounts of precipitations in the rest of the
areas. Regarding the changes under both scenarios highest decreases in the annual
precipitation are shown in the northwestern areas of the island while nonstatistically significant or small changes up to 5% are shown in the rest of the areas.
Regarding the seasonal results, in winter (Figure 66) and in the control period a
similar spatial pattern to the annual precipitation is shown. Under RCP4.5 in the
majority of the central and eastern areas of the island decreases are simulate by
both models up to 5% whereas in the rest of the areas no significant changes are
shown. Under RCP8.5 in the majority of the areas decreases are shown in the range
of -3 to -10% for both models. In spring (Figure 67) and under RCP4.5, MPI-RCA4
indicates increases in precipitation in the eastern areas of the island (up to 5%)
whereas for the rest of the island decreases are shown in the range of -5 to -15 %
depending on the area. As far as MOHC-RCA4 is concerned, decreases in the range of
about -10 to -25% are shown for the whole island. Under RCP8.5, both models
indicate decreases of about -5 to -20% in the majority of the area. However, a higher
spatial variability in the results between the two models is shown. Finally, in summer
(Figure 68) MPI-RCA4 simulates increase up to 20% in the central and southern areas
of the island whereas decrease up to -20% is shown for the rest of the areas under
both future emissions scenarios. For MOHC-RCA4 the increases in the same areas
are lower (up to 10%) whereas higher decreases are shown for the rest of areas.
Under RCP8.5 with the exception of the eastern coastal areas, the changes are in the
range of about 0 to -20%.
Regarding the annual average number of days with precipitation lower than
2mm/day, it is evident from Figure 69 that both models indicate similar number of
days for the control period. Highest values of the index are shown in the central and
southern areas of the island (300-330 days/yr) while in the rest of the areas the
number of days range from 240 to 300 days/yr. As far as the changes are concerned,
both models indicate higher number of days when compared to their control period
for both future emissions scenarios. The increase under both scenarios is about 3 to
12 and 3 to 10 extra days/yr for the MPI-RCA4 and the MOHC-RCA4 respectively.
Regarding the seasonal results, in winter (Figure 70) and in most of the areas the
number of days is 60 to 70 days/yr for both models while under the future scenario
both models indicate an increase of about 1-3 extra days/yr. In spring (Figure 71) and
for the control period both models simulate about 60-80 days/yr while the changes
indicate an increase of about 2-6 days/yr for both models and under both future
emissions scenarios. It should be noted that the spatial variability of the results
between the two models is low.
In Figures 72-75 the results of the annual and seasonal averages of the number of
days with precipitation higher than 2mm are shown. From Figure 72 it is evident that
both models simulate similar average annual number of days in the control period,
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about 30 – 130 days/yr depending on the area, with a similar spatial pattern. The
lowest number of days is simulated in the eastern and south eastern coastal area,
the highest in the northern areas, while intermediate number of days is shown for
the rest of the areas. Regarding the influence of climate change both models indicate
decreases in the future number of days with the MPI-RCA4 indicating the highest
ones under both scenarios. More specifically, for MPI-RCA4 the decreases are about
3-12 days/yr under both future scenarios while for the MOHC about 0-10 days/yr.
Regarding the seasonal results, in spring (Figure 73) although both models indicate a
similar range in the average number of days MOHC-RCA4 indicates lower values of
the index in the majority of the areas. Under RCP4.5 highest decreases are shown for
the MOHC-RCA4 (-2 to -6 days/yr) while for the MPI-RAC4 the changes are about 0 to
-4 days/yr in the majority of the areas. Under RCP8.5, changes are similar for the
MPI-RCA4 as in RCP4.5 while for the MOHC-RCA4 the decreases in most of the areas
are about -1 to -3 days/yr. In summer (Figure 74) MPI-RCA4 seems to be less dry
than the MOHC-RCA4 under both future emissions scenarios. The changes for the
first model are not considered statistical significant while low decreases are shown
for the second one. Similar qualitative results to the summer are shown for the
autumn period (Figure 75).
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Figure 65. Average annual total precipitation for the MPI-RCA4 (left column) and the MOHC-RCA4
models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes between the future period and the
control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row) future emission scenarios
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Figure 66. As in Figure 65 but for the winter total precipitation.
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Figure 67. As in Figure 65 but for the spring total precipitation
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Figure 68. As in Figure 65 but for the summer total precipitation
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Figure 69. Average annual number of days with daily precipitation lower than 2mm for the MPIRCA4 (left column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the
changes between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom
row) future emission scenarios
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Figure 70. As in Figure 69 but for the winter period
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Figure 71: As in Figure 69 but for the spring period
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Figure 72. Average annual number of days with precipitation greater than 2mm for the MPI-RCA4
(left column) and the MOHC-RCA4 models for the control period (top row) as well as the changes
between the future period and the control under RCP4.5 (middle row) and RCP8.5 (bottom row)
future emission scenarios
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Figure 73. As in Figure 72 but for the spring period
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Figure 74. As in Figure 72 but for the summer period
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Figure 75. As in Figure 72 but for the autumn period
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5.4. Sicily pilot areas
Tables present the 90-year trend (1971-2060) of each climatic index relevant to the
crops for each pilot area of Sicily i.e. Enna (Table 8) and Trapani (Table 9) with the
use of MOHC-RCA4 and MPI-RC4 models, under the two emission scenarios, RCP4.5
and RCP8.5. Symbols in Tables also show schematically the increasing (), decreasing
() and no change (─) trend of each index.
Table 8. Future trends of climatic indices relevant to the crops regarding the pilot area of Enna

Enna
MOHC-RCA4
RCP4.5

MPI-RCA4

RCP8.5

RCP4.5

RCP8.5

Precipitation
Nb of days pr > 2mm in autumn

3.7



3.1



-1.0



-0.9



Annual nb of days pr > 2mm

-5.2



-7.1



-8.7



-9.2



Nb of days pr > 2mm in spring

-4.9



-3.3



-4.5



-6.5



Nb of days pr > 2mm in summer

-2.0



-3.4



-1.0



1.6



Annual nb of days pr < 2mm

5.2



7.1



8.7



9.2



Nb of days pr < 2mm in spring

4.9



3.3



4.5



6.5



Nb of days pr < 2mm in winter

-1.9



-1.1



-2.6



-0.9



Annual total pr (mm)

2.6



-21.7



-76.1



-91.4



Total pr spring (mm)

-44.1



-26.9



-23.2



-46.5



5.4



-16.2



-5.8



14.0



-26.8



-34.5



-30.2



-45.2



Total pr summer (mm)
Total pr winter (mm)

Maximum Temperature
Mean annual tmax (°C)

3.2



3.9



2.4



2.7



Mean summer tmax (°C)

4.6



5.4



3.0



3.3



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in autumn

9.9



13.4



7.0



9.0



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in spring

12.2



16.0



11.1



14.0



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in summer

8.0



7.8



6.5



7.1



Nb of days tmax > 30°C in autumn

6.0



9.8



5.0



5.1



Nb of days tmax > 30°C in spring

4.3



6.4



3.3



4.8



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in autumn

1.3



2.4



1.4



1.1



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in spring

0.7



0.8



0.5



0.4



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in summer

35.6



45.5



20.4



23.7



Nb of days tmax > 40°C in summer

1.8



3.5



3.2



3.4



Minimum Temperature
Mean annual tmin (°C)

3.0



3.9



2.2



2.6



Mean winter tmin (°C)

1.8



2.1



1.6



1.4



Annual nb of days tmin < -3°C

-0.5



-0.5



-0.2



-0.2
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Nb of days tmin < -3°C in spring

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < -3°C in winter

-0.5



-0.5



0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < -8°C in winter

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < 0°C in spring

-2.3



-2.4



-1.3



-1.1



Nb of days tmin < 13°C in summer

-11.6



-12.2



-11.9



-13.1



Nb of days tmin < 3°C in spring

-13.2



-17.8



-13.7



-12.5



Nb of days tmin < 8°C in autumn

-17.0



-21.0



-10.4



-13.9



Nb of days tmin < 8°C in spring

-20.9



-28.3



-18.4



-22.5



Table 9. Future trends of climatic indices relevant to the crops regarding the pilot area of Trapani

Trapani
MOHC-RCA4
RCP4.5

MPI-RCA4

RCP8.5

RCP4.5

RCP8.5

Precipitation
Nb of days pr > 2mm in autumn

5.5



3.9



0.9



-2.2



Annual nb of days pr > 2mm

-4.2



-3.7



-9.1



-14.1



Nb of days pr > 2mm in spring

-4.7



-3.6



-5.8



-7.0



Nb of days pr > 2mm in summer

-3.1



-1.7



-1.5



-1.1



Annual nb of days pr < 2mm

4.2



3.7



9.2



14.1



Nb of days pr < 2mm in spring

4.7



3.6



5.8



7.0



Nb of days pr < 2mm in winter

-1.5



-1.7



-1.7



0.0

─

Annual total pr (mm)

-40.0



-4.2



-15.9



-89.3



Total pr spring (mm)

-43.0



-15.4



-27.3



-45.5



Total pr summer (mm)

-32.2



-19.9



-5.4



-2.5



Total pr winter (mm)

-26.5



-29.7



-10.7



-44.3



Maximum Temperature
Mean annual tmax (°C)

3.0



3.6



2.0



2.5



Mean summer tmax (°C)

4.4



4.8



2.8



3.2



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in autumn

14.8



18.0



5.2



9.9



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in spring

10.1



13.7



7.9



9.1



Nb of days tmax > 25°C in summer

6.6



6.2



8.8



8.7



Nb of days tmax > 30°C in autumn

6.6



12.4



4.4



7.5



Nb of days tmax > 30°C in spring

4.4



5.0



2.1



2.7



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in autumn

1.1



2.0



0.8



0.6



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in spring

0.5



0.4



0.1



0.1



Nb of days tmax > 35°C in summer

27.8



33.3



13.4



16.8



Nb of days tmax > 40°C in summer

2.0



2.7



1.4



1.8
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Minimum Temperature
Mean annual tmin (°C)

3.1



3.8



2.2



2.6



Mean winter tmin (°C)

2.0



2.3



1.6



1.4



Annual nb of days tmin < -3°C

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < -3°C in spring

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < -3°C in winter

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < -8°C in winter

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < 0°C in spring

-0.1



-0.1



0.0

─

0.0

─

Nb of days tmin < 13°C in summer

-3.7



-3.4



-7.1



-7.4



Nb of days tmin < 3°C in spring

-4.8



-5.7



-2.9



-2.5



Nb of days tmin < 8°C in autumn

-9.5



-11.7



-5.3



-7.3



Nb of days tmin < 8°C in spring

-21.4



-26.6



-22.3



-21.0
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